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INTRODUCTION

The Department of Teacher Education, Central University of Kashmir (CUK) has been organizing a number of 

environment friendly and socially productive co-curricular activities in collaboration with its Lab Schools as a part 

of requirement of Teacher Preparation Programmes offered by the said department of the varsity. Presently, one of 

the Teacher Education Programmes, offered by the Department, is Integrated B.Ed.-M.Ed. Programme of three-

year duration. The students of this programme are contributing significantly in carrying out these project-based co-

curricular activities in all the Lab Schools of CUK.

One such Project based activity was organized at Siddiq Memorial Educational Institute (SMEI), Wahidpora 
th stCrossing, Ganderbal and was completed in Five-days time starting from 27  November 2021 and concluded on 1  

December 2021. The theme of this five-day project was based on Cleanliness, Plantation & Beautification of 

School Campus and was carried out at SMEI. Eighteen Teacher Trainees from CUK, a few teachers from SMEI 

and scores of school students of SMEI participated in this event. The project was organized by Department of 

Teacher Education, CUK, in collaboration with SMEI. The whole project was supervised by Mr. Reyaz Ahmad 

Wani, Assistant Professor, Department of Teacher Education, CUK.

OBJECTIVES

The entire exercise was directed by the following objectives:

1. To physically clean the school campus in its entirety

2. To plant the available space of School Campus with Deodar Plants

3. To beautify the overall the look of school campus through certain aesthetically concrete measures

4. To develop the habit and respect for doing manual labour among the participants

5. To develop the capacity for working in a group situation, as a team member, among the participants 

6. To help the participants in developing aesthetic sense and the love for natural environment &

7. To do follow up exercise in terms of taking post-plantation care of the plants planted over the available space of 

School Campus.

The following pages were devoted to describe the processes, associated with Cleanliness, Plantation & 

Beautification of School Campus, both verbally and pictorially:
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DAY-ONE (Saturday)

th
Day-One began on 27  Nov 2021 at around ONE O'clock with giving the necessary guidelines, to the programme 

participants, about how to go about the task at hand. The guidelines were given by Project Supervisor, School 

Principal and Teacher Trainee from CUK. On day-one, the Eastern side and some portion of Southern side of 

School Campus were cleared of unwanted grass, bushes, stones, fallen leaves, littered waste and other obnoxious 

things. As the day progressed the borders along the Eastern and Southern sides of the campus were dug with Hoes, 

Shovels, Spades and other Gardening Tools, brought by the participants themselves. The digging of borders of 

School Playground was extremely tough because the land surface was loaded with small and medium sized 

boulders along with bushes and unwanted grass. But, because of the unceasing efforts of the participants the 

digging exercise along the Eastern side and some portion of Southern side of School Campus was helpful in 

preparing the beds for plantation in the said regions of the campus. The day concluded with Group Photo of 

participants from CUK at around 4:30pm in the evening. The visual description of the processes involved lies here 

as under:

Fig. 1. View capturing the condition of Eastern 
side of the School Playground during 

Pre-intervention Phase

Fig. 2. Another view catching the wild condition 
of Eastern side of the School Playground

 during Pre-intervention Phase
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Fig. 4. View capturing the condition of Front-Eastern side of
 the School Playground during Pre-intervention Phase

Fig. 3. View showing the Programme participants being given 
directions by Priyabrat Pradhan, Teacher Trainee from CUK, about

 what they were supposed to do in the next 4 to 5 days

Fig. 5. View catching programme participants doing their efforts 
during quite early stages of Intervention phase

Fig. 6. View catching school students as programme participants doing
 their efforts during quite early stages of Intervention phase
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Fig. 7. View catching the amount of work to be done by programme 
participants during quite early stages of Intervention phase

Fig. 8. View catching the Eastern and Southern sides of School 
Playground with programme participants in it during 

quite early stages of Intervention phase

Fig. 10. View catching a few participants digging with Hoe the Eastern 
side of Playground for preparing the bed for plantation during 

quite early stages of Intervention phase

Fig.  09. View catching some participants collecting the waste, for
 later disposal, during quite early stages of 

Intervention phase
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Fig.  11. View catching some participants preparing the bed for
 plantation in Eastern side of the School Playground

Fig.  12. View catching a few participants preparing the bed for
 plantation in Eastern side of the School Playground

Fig.  13. View catching a few participants preparing the bed for
 plantation in Eastern side of the School Playground

Fig.  14. View catching a few participants preparing the bed for
 plantation in Eastern side of the School Playground
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Fig.  15. View catching a few participants sweeping the School 
Playground in order to remove the shed leaves of the only 

popular tree planted in the ground

Fig.  16. View catching Mr. Rayees Ahmad, Teacher Trainee
 from CUK, doing his efforts for meeting the intended 

objectives of this project

Fig.  17. View catching a few participants preparing the bed for 
plantation in Eastern side of the School Playground

Fig.  18. View catching Mr. Manas Ranjan, Teacher Trainee from 
CUK, contributing his share in realizing the intended objectives 

of this project
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Fig.  21. View catching the condition of Southern side of the 
School Playground during Pre-intervention Phase

Fig.  20. View catching the process of early Intervention in the
 Southern side of School Playground

Fig.  19. View catching Mr. Akhlesh Kumar & Ms. Nusrat Bhat, 
Teacher Trainees from CUK, contributing their share in 

realizing the intended objectives of this project

Fig.  22. View catching work in progress in the Southern
 side of School Playground
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Fig.  23. View catching fruit refreshment being offered to 
programme participants

Fig.  24. View catching programme participants from 
CUK at the conclusion of Day-One

Fig.  25. Another View catching programme participants from CUK at the conclusion of Day-One
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DAY-TWO (Sunday)

nd th
 The 2  day of this five-day project work fall on Sunday, i.e. 28  November 2021 at around 11 am in the morning. The 

work resumed with digging the remaining sides of the School Campus with tools like Rake, Pick Axe, Sickle, Hoe, 

Spade, Shovel, etc. Again, the work proved very tough and tiresome because the ground surface was very hard and 

strewn with numerous small and medium sized boulders. Thanks to the undying attitude of programme participants, 

especially the Teacher Trainees from CUK, the digging of Southern, Western and Northern sides of School playground 

resulted in ready to use beds for plantation of Deodar plants along the four sides of School Campus. Day-Two saw the 

participation of Teacher Trainees from CUK only, along with the Project Supervisor and the Chairperson of SMEI. The 

digging was followed by bordering the beds with small and medium sized boulders along the Northern, Western and 

Southern sides of the School Campus. The corner housing the drinking water facility for school students and staff was 

fixed and beautified with bricks and boulders. The day was called off at around 5:10PM with a Group Photo of 

participants from CUK. The visual description of the processes involved lies here as under:

Fig.  27. View catching work in progress in the 
Western side of School Playground

Fig.  26. View catching Mr. Priyabrat Pradhan,
 Teacher Trainee from CUK, contributing his 
share in realizing the intended objectives of 

this project
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Fig.  28. View catching Mr. Mohammad Shahid Lone, Teacher Trainee 
from CUK, contributing his share in realizing the intended objectives 

of this project work. Here Pick Axe is being used to 
dig the hard surface

Fig.  29. View catching work in progress along the Western side 
of School Playground

Fig.  30. View catching Ms. Manaswini Mohapatra, Teacher Trainee 
from CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project

Fig.  31. View catching Mr. Muhammad Jazeel KT & Mr. Priyabrat 
Pradhan, Teacher Trainees from CUK, contributing their efforts

 in realizing the intended objectives of this project
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Fig.  32. View catching Mr. Manas Ranjan, Teacher Trainee from 
CUK, sharpening the Axe on a large boulder for cutting purpose

Fig.  33. View catching Ms. Subhalaxami Mohanty, Teacher Trainee
 from CUK, getting drinking water from the  water tap

Fig.  34. View catching Ms. Sumaira Bano, Teacher Trainee from 
CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project

Fig.  35. View catching one of the most neglected corners of the
 School Playground which was later transformed into a

 beautiful spot of the ground
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Fig.  36. View catching work in progress along the Northern side of
 School Playground. Here, Ms. Monisha Charak, Teacher Trainee 

from CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended
 objectives of this project

Fig.  37. View catching Ms. Sunita Kumari, Teacher Trainee from
 CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended

 objectives of this project

Fig.  38. View catching Mr. Ashwini Kumar Malika, Teacher Trainee
 from CUK, contributing his share in realizing the intended objectives 

of this project work. He worked like a silent warrior and worker 
during the entire course of this project work.

Fig.  39. View catching one of the most neglected corners of the
 School Playground which was later transformed into a 

beautiful spot of the ground
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Fig.  40. View catching work in progress along the Northern
 side of School Playground

Fig.  41. View catching Mr. Jeetendra Behera, Teacher Trainee
 from CUK, contributing his share in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project work

Fig.  42. View catching cleaning and beautification of a corner
 housing the Drinking Water Tap facility for school 

students and staff

Fig.  43. View catching Veg Biryani Lunch being served to
 Programme Participants from CUK
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Fig.  44. Another view catching Veg Biryani Lunch being served to
 Programme Participants from CUK

Fig.  45. View catching work in progress along the Northern side
 of School Playground. Here, medium and small sized boulders 

were used to border the plantation bed.

Fig.  46. View catching work in progress along the 
Northern side of School Playground

Fig.  47. View catching Mr. Jeetendra Behera, Teacher Trainee
 from CUK, contributing his efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project work
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Fig.  48. View catching Ms. Saika Farooq & Ms. Sunita Kumari, 
Teacher Trainees from CUK, contributing their efforts in realizing

 the intended objectives of this project work

Fig.  49. View catching Mr. Ashwini Kumar Malika , Teacher
 Trainees from CUK, contributing his efforts in realizing the

 intended objectives of this project work. His smile of satisfaction 
tells a great deal about his honest engagement with the 

task at hand.

Fig.  50. View catching programme participants from CUK at the conclusion of Day-Two
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DAY-THREE (Monday)

rdThe 3  day started with beautifying one of the most neglected corners of the School Campus with small sized boulders. 
The process involved the removal of a large number of boulders along with the obnoxious plants from the Northern 
Right side corner of the campus and finally a short, abbreviated form of the name of the institution was written over there 
with small sized boulders, by the programme participants. 

Day-Three also witnessed a visit to the Range Office, Sindh Forest, Gadoora, Ganderbal Division by Project Supervisor 
thalong with two Teacher Trainees from CUK, a school teacher with school van and driver from SMEI on 29  Nov 2021 

with written application duly signed with the School Authority requesting for 120 plants of Deodar from the nursery. 
The visit led to the procurement of 108 plants of Deodar from the Range Office, free of cost. Needless to mention here is 
that fact that, 86 Deodar plants were planted along the four sides of School Campus in the bouldered circular beds which 
were specially designed for the purpose. The day ended with a Group Photo of participants at around 5:00PM. The visual 
description of the processes involved lies here as under:

Fig.  51. View catching the short form of the 
name of School 'Siddiq Memorial Educational 

Institute' being written with small sized boulders
 in the front corner of the School Playground

Fig.  52. View catching Range Office, Sindh
 Forest Plant Nursery of Deodar plants, located

 near Gadoora, Ganderbal, from where 108 
plantlets of Deodar were procured through 

proper channel
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Fig.  53. View catching the application being addressed to Range 
Officer, Sindh Forest, Gadoora, Ganderbal, for procuring the

 Deodar plantlets

Fig.  54. View catching the Billboard of Range Office, Sindh 
Forest, Gadoora, Ganderbal

Fig.  55. View catching Mr. Mohammad Shahid Lone, Teacher Trainee
 from CUK, one school teacher from SMEI and one official from
 Range Office helping to collect the Deodar plantlets from Sindh 

Forest Nursery, Gadoora, Ganderbal

Fig.  56. View catching Deodar plants being finally brought 
to the school campus of SMEI
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Fig.  57. View catching small and medium sized boulders being 
used in making beds and circular structures, along the Eastern 

side of School Playground, for Deodar plants to be
 planted an hour later

Fig.  58. View catching Deodar plants being planted in the 
circular beds along the Eastern side of School Playground 

Fig.  59. View catching Ms. Nusrat Bhat, Teacher Trainee from 
CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project

Fig.  60. View catching Ms. Subreena Shafi, Teacher Trainee from 
CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project
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Fig.  61. View catching Ms. Suchitra Bisoyi, Teacher Trainee from
 CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project

Fig.  62. View catching Ms. Madhumita Pradhan, Teacher Trainee
 from CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project

Fig.  63. View catching Ms. Madhumita Pradhan, Teacher Trainee
 from CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project

Fig.  64. View catching Ms. Subreena Shafi, Teacher Trainee from
 CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project
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Fig.  65. View catching Ms. Sunita Kumari, Teacher Trainee from 
CUK, contributing her efforts in realizing the intended 

objectives of this project

Fig.  66. View catching Ms. Saika Farooq and Mr. Muhammad 
Shahid Lone, Teacher Trainees from CUK, contributing their 

efforts in realizing the intended objectives of this project

Fig.  67. View catching programme participants from CUK at the conclusion of Day-Three
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DAY-FOUR (Tuesday)

th th
The 4  day of the campaign, on 30  Nov 2021, began with painting or coloring the boulders bordering the longitudinal and 
circular beds of the already planted Deodar plants. The painting exercise consumed the whole day of the programme 
participants and was completed at around 4:30PM in the evening. The day was concluded with the Group Photo of 
programme participants.  The visual description of the processes involved lies here as under:

It is pertinent to mention here that, the entire space available at SMEI consumed only 86 Deodar plants. The remaining 22 
(spare) plants were planted at Tulmulla Campus the next day. 

Fig.  68. View catching four litres of white Nerolac Paint with Thinner 
and painting brushes were purchased for painting/colouring the

 boulders bordering the beds of planted Deodar plants

Fig.  69. View catching participants painting the boulders bordering
 the bed along the Northern side of School Playground

Fig.  70. View catching Mr. Manas Ranjan & Mr. Priyabrat Pradhan
 painting the boulders used in writing the short form 

of the name of the institution

Fig.  71. View catching participants painting the boulders bordering
 the bed along the Western side of School Playground
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Fig.  72. View catching the painted boulders bordering the bed 
along the Northern side of School Playground

Fig.  73. View catching the painted boulders bordering the bed
 along the Western side of School Playground

Fig.  74. View catching the boulders bordering the bed along 
the Southern side of School Playground

Fig.  75. View catching the boulders bordering the bed of the only 
Willow tree along the Southern side of School Playground
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Fig.  76. View catching Tea with Cake and Ladoo Refreshment
 being served to Programme Participants on Day Four

Fig.  77. View catching the painted boulders bordering the bed 
along the Eastern side of School Playground

Fig.  78. View catching the painted boulders bordering the bed 
along the Eastern side of School Playground

Fig.  79. View catching the painted boulders bordering the 
bed along the Eastern side of School Playground
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Fig.  80. View catching the painted boulders bordering the bed 
along the Southern side of School Playground

Fig.  81. View catching the painted boulders bordering the bed 
along the Western side of School Playground

Fig.  82. View catching the painted boulders bordering the bed
 along the Western side of School Playground

Fig.  83. View catching the fruits of intervention
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Fig.  84. View catching some participants using kerosene to 
remove the paint from their hands

Fig.  85. View catching programme participants from 
CUK at the conclusion of Day-Four

Fig.  86. View catching programme participants from
 CUK at the conclusion of Day-Four

Fig.  87. View catching programme participants (who were 
teaching at SMEI as trainees from CUK) along with the Project 

Supervisor Mr. Reyaz Ahmad Wani, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Teacher Education, CUK,  at the

 conclusion of Day-Four
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Fig.  88. View catching programme participants (who were teaching at SMEI as trainees from CUK)
 along with the Chairman of the School, Mr. Nisar Ahmad Sahab and, Project Supervisor 

Mr. Reyaz Ahmad Wani, Assistant Professor, Department of Teacher Education,
 CUK,  at the conclusion of Day-Four

DAY-FIVE (Wednesday)

st
The final day of this five-days long project began on 1  Dec 2021 at Tulmulla Campus of CUK with the plantation of 22 
spare plants of Deodar near the Physics Department of CUK. The plantation work at Tulmulla Campus took only two 
hours in its completion. The plantation saw effective assistance from two gardeners, Mr. Bilal Ahmad Ganie and Mr. 
Farooq Ahmad Bhat working as Daily wagers at Tulmulla Campus, CUK. The visual description of the processes 
involved lies here as under:
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Fig.  89. View catching Mr. Bilal Ahmad Ganie & Mr. Farooq 
Ahmad Bhat, two Gardeners at Tulmulla Campus, CUK, who

 contributed their share in terms of helping to plant 22 spare plants
 of Deodar at Tulmulla, near the Physics Deptt of CUK

Fig.  90. View catching 22 spare plants of Deodar which were
 later planted near the Physics Deptt of CUK 

at Tulmulla Campus

Fig.  91. View catching Deodar Plantation near the 
Physics Deptt of CUK at Tulmulla Campus

Fig.  92. View catching Mr. Bilal Ahmad Ganie & Mr. Farooq 
Ahmad Bhat, two Gardeners at Tulmulla Campus, CUK, who 
contributed their share in terms of helping to plant 22 spare 

plants of Deodar at Tulmulla, near the Physics Deptt of CUK
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MATERIALS REQUIRED

The following materials were used for completing this project within reasonable period of time:

·108 number of Deodar Plants

·Hoes, Shovels and Spades, Sickle, Rakes, Pick Axe, Axe, Knife

·Kerosene (1 Liter)

·Paint white (4 Litres) and Thinner (1 Liter)

·Brushes (6 in Number)

·Boulders

·Services provided by the programme participants

The project was completed with an investment of Rupees 3820.

CONCLUSION
This project work, in its entirety, was successful in accomplishing its intended objectives with special reference to 
enjoying the element of joy usually present in project based teaching and learning activities, learning to do work in group 
situations, developing love and respect for manual work, cleanliness, plantation and beautification of school campus and 
developing sensitivity and positive attitude towards the natural environment at large.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS FROM CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR

·Mr. Reyaz Ahmad Wani (Project Supervisor/Asst. Prof, Deptt of Teacher Education, CUK)

·Mr. Manas Ranjan (Group Leader/Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr21)

·Mr. Akhalesh Kumar (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr04)

·Mr. Ashwini Kumar Malika (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr07)

·Mr. Jeetendra Behera (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr17)

·Ms. Madhumita Pradhan (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr20)

·Ms. Manaswini Mohapatra (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr22)

·Mr. Mohammad Shahid Lone (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr27)

·Mr. Muhammad Jazeel K T (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr28)

·Ms. Nusrat Bhat (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr30)

·Mr. Priyabrat Pradhan (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr31)

·Mr. Rayees Ahmad (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr35)

·Ms. Saika Farooq (Group Leader/Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr37)

·Ms. Subhalaxmi Mohanty (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr44) 

·Ms. Subreena Shafi (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr45)

·Ms. Suchitra Bisoyi (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr46)

·Ms. Sumaira Bano (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr47)

·Ms. Sunita Kumari (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr49) &

·Ms. Monisha Charak (Teacher Trainee, Enrol No. 2029CUKmr51)
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LIST OF TEACHER PARTICIPANTS FROM SMEI

·Mr. Nisar Ahmad (Chairperson)
·Mr. Sajad Ahmad (Principal)
·Ms. Mehnaz (School Teacher)
·Ms. Arooj Baba (School Teacher)
·Mr. Sajad (School Teacher)

LIST OF SCHOOL STUDENT PARTICIPANTS FROM SMEI

·Mr. Amir Ahmad
·Mr. Uzair Ahmad
·Mr. Shoab Ahmad
·Ms. Shakira Jan
·Ms. Soliha
·Mr. Tufail Ahmad
·Mr. Sahil Ahmad
·Mr. Irshad Gulzar
·Mr. Jibran
·Ms. Saika Jan
·Ms. Fazila Parvaiz
·Ms. Seerat Illahi
·Ms. Seerat Fayaz
·Ms. Rutbah Rashid
·Ms. Aksa Mehraj
·Ms. Tafeema
·Mr. Ahsan Ahmad
·Mr. Imad Manzoor
·Mr. Rahil Manzoor
·Ms. Sohana Shafi
·Ms. Aabru Afzal
·Ms. Sania Parvaiz

CHIEF RAPPORTEUR

Mr. Reyaz Ahmad Wani (Project Supervisor/Assistant Professor, Deptt. of Teacher Education, CUK)
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